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ENERGY EFFICIENCY STAR RATING LABELS 
Statement by Minister for Energy 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn - Minister for Energy) [9.09 am]:  The promotion of energy efficiency 
practices is a major objective of the Carpenter government.  I was therefore very pleased to see the use of the 
energy star rating label in the latest Harvey Norman advertising catalogue, which I have in my hand.  Alongside 
the photograph of every fridge and freezer, the relevant energy star rating label is displayed to enable consumers 
to identify at a glance the energy efficiency of each appliance.  In addition, Harvey Norman offered bonus 
energy saving globes with purchases, using the catchphrase “Save the World, Start at Home”.  Practising energy 
efficiency at home allows householders to personally contribute to reducing the impact of climate change.   

I am proud to say that Western Australians are more aware of energy efficiency when buying an appliance than 
consumers in any other state.  National survey results indicate that energy ratings are the primary consideration 
for Western Australians making a purchase, even outweighing price.  I believe one of the reasons energy 
efficiency is so important to Western Australians purchasing these appliances is the work of the state 
government’s Sustainable Energy Development Office, which has succeeded in raising awareness about energy 
rating labels and the benefits of energy-efficient appliances.  For several years, SEDO has undertaken the Reach 
for the Stars energy label awareness program, which has included the promotion of the labels, the training of 
retail staff and the widespread distribution of brochures.  The success of Reach for the Stars has led to SEDO 
extending the program for a further three years across regional and metropolitan retail stores.  Retail partners in 
the program include Harvey Norman - which I just referred to - the Good Guys, Rick Hart, the Retravision 
Group, Fridge and Washer City, Best Buy Electrical and Betta Electrical.  I would encourage all these stores and 
any others to follow Harvey Norman’s lead and provide energy efficiency information to potential customers in 
their advertising.  Domestic appliances are a significant contributor to greenhouse gas emissions.  The 
government believes that the Reach for the Stars program will deliver significant greenhouse gas emission 
savings - compared with business as usual - and cost savings for Western Australians.   
 


